
 
 
 

	  EFT Card on	  
 I AM DIVINELY GUIDED 

Setup Phrase:  
Tap over the heart or on the side of your left hand, while saying the following three statements (edit words as needed): 
Even though… I’m not sure what to do in this situation… I will step back… and let the answer be given to me. 
Even though… I am used to making my own decisions… I am willing to let God help me… and decide for me. 
Even though… I don’t know when the answer will come… or what it will be… I am willing to trust the process.  
 

Tapping Points: 
Top of Head:   I am willing to be Divinely Guided in everything I do… My goal is peace in every way. 
Eyebrows:   I will let the answer be given to me… If there are steps to take… I will be told what they are. 
Side of Eye: I turn this whole situation over to God... for healing… transformation… guidance… & relief. 
Under the Eye: I want peace for myself… my situation… and for everyone involved. 
Under the Nose: Thank You God… for showing me what to do… and how to move forward with ease. 
On the Chin: I will follow what feels peaceful and compelling… so I know that I am listening to You. 
Collarbone: I trust You with my whole heart…I will not attempt to solve this on my own…Your Will is mine. 
Over the Heart:      As I make room for Your Guidance… the Holy Spirit will enter… and will help with every detail. 
Center of Chest: There is no problem too big to solve… There is no order of difficulty in miracles. 
Side of the Hand: I release all the worry… all concerns… and every trace of doubt or fear. 
Inside the Knees: I will make room… for the highest… happiest… and most miraculous solution. 
Center of Chest: I am Guided by the Infinite Source of Divine Intelligence… I will trust the information I receive. 
Over the Heart:      Thank You God… for guiding all of my thoughts… words… actions… and behaviors.  
                                I will follow Your Voice & make room for Your Perfect Answer without hesitation or resistance. 
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